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Abstract—Information Filtering (IF) is the rapidly evolving area to manage large information flows. User modelling and filtering are the main components of Information Filtering system. The filtering of documents that is relevant to the particular user is depend upon the user model or user profile. To build an accurate user profile is the key task. There are various approaches used for modelling user profile and documents in an Information Filtering system. These approaches include term based, phrase based, pattern based and topic modelling based models. This paper describes these various methods or techniques used for Information Filtering, especially for document modelling and user modelling.

Index Terms—Information Filtering (IF), Pattern Mining, Topic Modelling

I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)

The amount of information is increasing in every year. So we want a system to identify the needs of user and to deliver the information based on user’s needs. Information Filtering is such systems which remove unwanted information from document stream based on some representations. These document representations developed from the user’s interest. There are mainly two components associated with Information Filtering system: user model component and filtering component. The first one gather user information needs and construct user model (user profile). The second one match the user profile with the represented data items and decide the information which is relevant to the user. The successes of the system depend on the ability of the constructed profile. Build a good profile is the main problem to achieve good performance in Information Filtering systems. This review mainly focused on the different statistical approaches used for explicit user profiling and filtering of documents based on these profiles.

The research work [1] describes that the main objective of Information Filtering system is to remove irrelevant data from incoming streams of data items. According to that work there are two major different filtering approaches: Content Based Filtering (CBF) and Collaborative Filtering (CF) [1]. According to them the filtering based on content i.e., user areas of interest is content based filtering and filtering which uses the known preferences of group of users to make predictions of the unknown preferences of other users is collaborative filtering [1]. The work [1] describes that there are different components or models associated with IF systems. The core models are user model and filtering model. They describes that the user model explicitly or implicitly gather user information and their information needs and then construct a user profile based on these information. This constructed profile can be used as input to the filtering model. The filtering model matches the user profile with the represented data extracted from the incoming document stream and then filters out the irrelevant document. The basic decision mechanism can be binary (i.e. relevant or irrelevant) or probabilistic [1].

The work [1] also describes about the various techniques or concepts for implementing the components of IF systems. The two main concepts are: IF system based on statistical concept and IF system based on knowledge based concept [1]. Statistical concept implemented the user profile is a weighted vector of index terms. Filtering component implement a statistical algorithm (cosine measure between user profile and document vector) that compute the similarity of vector of term that represent the data item being filtered to the user profile. Filtering system follow the knowledge based concept utilize artificial intelligence techniques to represent user profile and implement filtering model [1]. User profiling or modelling is a critical task in filtering systems because the main goal of filtering system is to evaluate the relevance of data items according to the model or profile [1]. Inaccuracy of a given model leads to wrong filtering results. So in this paper we describe the different approaches used for modelling documents and user profiles.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Vector space model is the most common method used in Information Filtering for achieving filtering task based on document representations. In vector space model each document is represented by a vector with an n-dimensional space. Each dimension corresponds to distinct type of representations such as term, phrase or pattern. A given document vector has associated with a weight which indicate the importance of that document. According to weighting function a list of documents are sorted based on their relevance ranking.

Term based Approach

Term weighting scheme, which has been used to convert the documents as vector in the term space. The popular term weighting model include tf*idf, weighting scheme for the bag of words representation.

Term frequency Inverse Document frequency. The work [2] describes the document could be represented as term vectors of the form \( D = (t_1, t_2, ..., t_p) \) and a typical query \( Q \) might be formulated as \( Q = (q_0, q_1, ..., q_r) \). They also describe the representation of document \( D \) and query \( Q \). According to them if \( d_k \) represent weight of term \( t \) in document \( D \), then term vector for document \( D \) and query \( Q \) can be written as \( D = (t_0, w_{d1}, t_1, w_{d2}, ..., t_r, w_{dr}), Q = (q_0, w_{q1}, q_1, w_{q2}, ..., q_r, w_{qr}) \) [2]. According to the work [2] the similarity between the query and document is calculated by cosine similarity measure. The work [2] also describes, the term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf), which are the two factors used as the part of the term weighting system. According to the work [2] the term frequency is measuring the frequency of occurrence of terms in the document and an inverse document frequency factor (idf), varies inversely with the number of documents \( n \) to which a term is assigned in number of documents [2]. This is the most basic and effective term based knowledge extraction method widely used in Information Filtering.

The advantage of term based approach is its efficient computational performance. But the term based representation suffers the problem of polysemy and synonymy, the polysemy is a word has multiple meanings and the synonymy is multiple words have the same meaning. All the term based representations are based on terms that is to improve the statistics of a single term and do not focus on improving the semantic accuracy. To avoid these limitations the combinations of single words (phrases) can be used.
Phrase based approach

To overcome the disadvantages of term based approach frequent sequential patterns or phrases used as profile descriptors of documents. The works [3] explain a method used to extract descriptive frequent sequential pattern. The proposed method in that work uses a pattern taxonomy extraction model and this model is tested in Information Filtering system. Pattern based model uses frequent sequential patterns to represent documents instead of the keyword based concept used in traditional document representation model. The work [3] describes is a tree like structure which is called pattern taxonomy that illustrates the relationship between patterns extracted from a text collection. This include a pruning step to eliminate the meaningless pattern i.e., that work uses closed sequential pattern for developing pattern taxonomy model.

Phrase based approaches are more discriminative and should carry certain semantic meaning. But the phrases have low frequency of occurrence in a document. To overcome the limitations of term based and phrase based approaches, pattern mining based approaches are proposed in which patterns are used to represent user’s interest.

Pattern based approach

Patterns are item sets, subsequences or substructures that appear in dataset with frequency no less than a user specified threshold [4]. The most basic algorithm used in the frequent pattern mining is the Apriori algorithm [4]. The work [4] describes that the frequent pattern mining algorithms are majorly classified into three categories. 1) Candidate generation approach 2) without candidate generation and 3) vertical layout approach.

The candidate generation approach included in the Apriori based algorithms. According to the work [5] the apriori algorithms are based on apriori property associated with association rule mining. According to them the apriori property is that the sub patterns in a frequent pattern are also frequent. There are two limitations associated with apriori algorithm. It generates huge number of candidate sequences and repeatedly scanning the database [4]. Frequent patterns are more semantic than phrases but the number of returned pattern is huge, i.e., large numbers of frequent patterns are returned. So there is more attempt to select the most reliable and concise patterns [4]. A number of condensed representations such as closed item set [6] and maximal item set of frequent item set [7] have been proposed.

The work [8] describes a two stage Information Filtering model which combines the merits of term based and pattern based approaches. According to them information overload and mismatch are two fundamental problems affecting the effectiveness of Information Filtering systems. The two stage filtering model proposed by them describes a new model to reduce these problems in Information Filtering. They describes that the first stage is supported by a novel rough analysis model which efficiently removes large number of irrelevant documents. After the first stage the small numbers of relevant documents remain as the input to the second stage. The second filtering stage effectively rank the incoming documents according to specific information needs of a user and fetches the top ranking documents for a user. The underlying concept of this two stage model proposed by them is rough set decision rule based filtering. Based on the rough set theory, the decision rule for the partitioning of the incoming document stream is divided into positive, boundary and negative regions [8].

There is an effective pattern discovery technique [9] proposed for discovering patterns and explain how effectively use the discovered patterns. In that work they describe that the text mining is the discovery of interesting knowledge in the text documents. According to them finding accurate knowledge in the text documents is the main issue in text mining. They also describe the issues regarding the effectiveness of pattern based approaches: low frequency and misinterpretation. The proposed effective pattern discovery techniques [9] solve these problems. This technique first calculates the discovered specificities of patterns and then evaluates term weights according to distribution of terms in the discovered patterns for solving the misinterpretation problem. The work [6] also considers the influence of patterns from the negative training examples to find ambiguous (noisy) patterns and try to reduce their influence in the low frequency problem [9]. The process of updating ambiguous pattern can be referred as pattern evolution. Thus the proposed technique [9] uses two processes, pattern deploying and pattern evolving, to refine the discovered patterns in text documents and to solve the problem of low frequency and misinterpretation in text mining [9].

Topic based Modelling

The techniques mentioned above are developed under the assumption that user’s interest and the documents in the collection related to single topic. But really user interest is dynamic and collections of documents include multiple topics. So topic modelling techniques are used for Information Filtering.

A topic model based approach [10] is proposed for user modelling and document modelling. In that work they use the combination of topic modelling and pattern mining techniques. According to them topic modelling compress large data into more useful and manageable knowledge and topic models provide a convenient way to analyze large of unclassified text. Topic modelling has the advantage of represent the documents with the discovered topic. But there is some problems such as word ambiguity and semantic adherence associated with it. To avoid these problems the topic modelling is combined with pattern mining [10].

The research work [10] describes that the topic modelling algorithms are used to discover set of hidden topics from collections of documents, where a topic is represented as a distribution over words. According to them LDA (Latent Dirichlet allocation) [11] is the most commonly used statistical topic modelling technique. LDA can discover the hidden topics in collections of documents using the words that appear in the documents [10]. The idea behind LDA is that each document contains multiple topics and each topic can be defined as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary of words that appear in the documents [10].

In LDA the topic representation is based on words. But the word based representations do not provide the sufficient information to determine the relevance of documents. To deal with these problems some researchers proposed a model [10] by combining text mining especially pattern mining and topic modelling. According to them pattern based representations are more meaningful and more accurate to represent topics. To discover semantically meaningful and efficient patterns to represent topics they propose two steps: construct a new transactional dataset from the LDA result of the document collection D and generate pattern based representations from the transactional dataset to represent the user needs and apply it to Information Filtering systems.

III. CONCLUSION

These reviews mainly focus on the user modelling and document modelling techniques used in the field of Information Filtering. The earlier techniques based on term based, phrase based and pattern based approaches. The fundamental assumption for all these approaches is that the documents in the collection are all about one topic. However in reality, user’s interest can be diverse and the documents in the collection often involve multiple topics. So topic modelling techniques are combined with data mining techniques especially pattern mining to generate discriminative and semantic representation for modelling topics and documents.
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